
Rifle adjustable stocks guide 
AR9 - AR10 - AR15 - M4 - M16 Compatible



Code Maximun lenght Stock weight Description

CR9AR15 295 mm - 11,61 in 708 g - 24,97 oz Toni System buffer and spring included

CR11AR15 325 mm - 12,79 in 745 g - 26,27 oz Toni System buffer, spring and rubber buffer included

Additional info: Buffer & spring (203,5 g - 7,17 oz) / Rubber buffer (19,4 g - 0,68 oz)

CR9AR15

CR11AR15

Warnings. Toni System reserves the right to make any changes it deems necessary for the improvement of the products displayed, without prior 

notice. Handle with care, open carefully. Assembly of this product may require specialized personnel with suitable equipment. Do not modify or tamper 

the parts. If you encounter difficulties in assembly, contact the company.



1. Disassemble the stock like the “fig.A”

Instructions

Medium strength threadlocker

2. Put the medium strength threadlocker on the bushing thread (component A), than lock it (fig.B)

Component A

FIG.B

Be careful to low this pin

3.  Screw the stock into the lower receiver, be careful to low the spring guide stop pin (fig. C). 

FIG.C

FIG.AOnly for CR11AR15 stock



Be careful, check the spring FIG.D

Lock S4

4. Put the component B in position, and than lock the screws S2. After that, place the component C 
in position, be careful with the small spring into the lower receiver, than lock the screw S4

S2 Component CComponent B

5. Insert the spring and the buffer like “fig.E”. Only for the CR11AR15 stock it is necessary to put the 
furnished rubber buffer before the spring.

FIG.E

Settings

Setting “B” range 15 mm - 0,59 in

Setting “C” range 40 mm - 1,57 in

Setting “A” 

range 9,75 mm - 0,38 in

range 14 mm - 0,55 in

Setting “A”. It’s necessary to remove the 
screws “1” to make the setting. 
Setting “B”. Loosen the screws “2” to find 
the preferred position. 

Setting “C”. Loosen the screws “3” to find 
the preferred position. 
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